We classify all local extensions of the chiral algebra of observables in the SU (2) ⊗r conformal current algebra models for r ≤ 4 and all levels k i . Our method is based on analysing the polynomial solutions of the corresponding Knizhnik-Zamolodchikov equations and can be applied also for explicit construction of all local extensions corresponding to conformal embeddings of SU (2) ⊗r for any r.
Introduction
One large class of two-dimensional rational conformal models are the conformal current algebra ones, associated with a Kac-Moody algebraĝ and level k, and their cosets. There has been a considerable effort to classify all such models, mostly following the approach of classifying their modular invariant partition functions. Many modular invariants have been explicitly found, there are however comparatively few cases, when it is proven that the known lists are exhaustive. The completeness of the classification for arbitrary level k is proven for U (1) [1] , SU (2) [2] , SU (3) [3] and recently (using some results of this paper) for SU (2) × SU (2) [4] . There are also some results for special values of the level k, we note in particular the case k = 1 for arbitrary simpleĝ [5] , [6] . In addition some work has been done for classifying the modular invariants for coset models [2] , [7] , [8] and for low-rank heterotic models [9] .
The non-diagonal modular invariants (when present) have in general two different orrigins [10] . They correspond either to extensions of the chiral algebra, or to non-diagonal pairings of the left and right sectors in the model, or to both.
An alternative method for classifying the extensions of the chiral algebra by analysing the polynomial solutions of the Knizhnik-Zamolodchikov (KZ) equations has been proposed and applied to the SU (2) case in [11] . In [12] it has been extended to classify also all local extensions of SU (3) for any level k.
The general idea is the following. The chiral algebra of observables A is the algebra of local Bose fields in the model. It allways contains the rightmovers' components of the family of the unit operator (hence also the rightmovers' components of the currents and the stress-energy tensor). If A contains some additional primary chiral field V (z), then we say that the observable algebra is extended by V . It follows from the definition of A that V (z) is local, so in particular all its correlation functions should be singlevalued. On the other hand, the correlation functions in the model satisfy the KZ equations [13] . The crucial point is that, as we shall demonstrate, singlevaluedness of the 4-point function implies that it is a polynomial in the harmonic ratio η. So the problem for finding all local extensions can be reformulated as : Given a Kac-Moody algebrâ g for which levels k and which representations of (ĝ) k do exist polynomial in η solutions of the KZ equations?
In this paper we extend this analysis to the simplest case of a semisimple group SU (2) ⊗r and the corresponding conformal current algebra models and complete the classification of their local extensions for r ≤ 4.
Our main result is that for r ≤ 4 all local extensions of the observable algebra in the SU (2) ⊗r models are either simple currents, or correspond to conformal embeddings in a larger (level 1) simple current algebra, or are products of such extensions.
The paper is organised as follows. In Section 2 we generalize the approach of [11] for the KZ equation and its polynomial solutions to the SU (2) ⊗r case and prove our main classification Theorem, which allows us to complete the classification for r ≤ 4. In Section 3 we consider in detail the r = 2 case and give a constructive method for finding all local fields of conformal dimension ∆ = 1 corresponding to conformal embeddings. In Section 4 we present the classification for r = 3 and r = 4.
Although we prove the completeness of the classification only for r ≤ 4 our methods can be used to find local chiral extensions also for larger r , in these cases, in principle, there can be more extensions which are neither simple current nor conformal embedding ones.
Another application of our results is, that together with [4] they allow to complete also the classification of the modular invariant partition functions for the r ≤ 4 case.
Polynomial solutions of the KZ equation. General classification
We shall use a polynomial realization of SU (2) ⊗r tensors [14] , when the isospin index corresponding to the i-th factor SU (2) (i = 1, ..., r) is replaced by a formal variable ζ i . Then the SU (2) currents are
and satisfy the current algebra commutation relations
where z ij = z i − z j and k i , i = 1, ..., r are the (integer) levels for the corresponding SU (2) factors. To label the SU (2) representations we shall use both the isospins I i and the integer weights λ i (= 2I i ). The primary fields of SU (2) ⊗r , V Λ (z; ζ 1 , ..., ζ r ) of weights Λ = (λ 1 , ..., λ r ), λ i ≤ k i are polynomials of degree λ i in ζ i and are characterized by the Ward identities
and satisfies the Knizhnik-Zamolodchikov (KZ) equation
Here the normal product is defined by subtracting the singular terms in the operator product expansion of J i and V Λ . Equations (2.3), (2.5) imply that the 4-point function
, satisfies a partial differential equation of the form
where
and
Let us restrict to the case of 4 equal sets of weights Λ 1 = Λ 2 = Λ 3 = Λ 4 = Λ . Using Möbius and SU (2) invariance we can write the 4-point function W in this case as
where η is the world sheet variable harmonic ratio
while ξ i are harmonic ratios in the formal variables ζ
The function F (η; {ξ}) is a polynomial in ξ i of degree λ i , i = 1, ..., r.
Remark.1 It can happen that there are more then one inequivalent fields of equal weights λ i (and hence of equal conformal dimension ∆ Λ (2.4)) -see Sec.4 for an example. Then one has to introduce additional labels (say α) to distinguish them. We choose (without loss of generality) these fields so that the class of the unit operator enters only the diagonal operator product expansions. More precisely, we assume 
Following [11] we shall expand F (η; {ξ}) as
then Eqs. (2.12),(2.4) imply for the modes f 1,..., r (η) the system of (first order) ordinary differential equations
14)
The operator product expansions of the fields V Λ should be consistent with the Gepner-Witten [15] fusion rules. In particular
where some of the constants N {2I} Λ,Λ can be equal to zero. Note that only integer isospins I i (even weights λ i ) contribute to the right hand side.
The quasiprimary fields in the model (we shall denote them by ϕ V to distinguish from the primary fields V to which family they belong) are constructed from the primary ones as normal products with the SU (2) currents. Each current changes the corresponding isospin with at most 1 and increases the conformal dimension by 1. It follows that the dimension ∆ ϕV {2J} of a quasiprimary descendant of isospins J 1 , ..., J r , from the family of a primary field V of isospins I 1 , ..., I r satisfies the inequality Proof Let, for simplicity r = 1. The contribution of a quasiprimary field ϕ of isospin J to the operator product expansion V λ × V λ is found from SU (2) and Möbius invariance to be 
into the 4-point function (2.9) we observe that its contribution to F (η; ξ) will be proportional to ξ λ−J . Comparision with (2.13) proves the proposition for r = 1. The general r result (2.17) follows then trivially.
Locality of a field V Λ implies that its conformal dimension ∆ Λ is integer and its 4-point function W Λ is local, then the function F (η; {ξ}) in (2.9) is a polynomial in η of degree 4∆ Λ . Proof. The small η behaviour of F (η; {ξ}) is derived from the s-channel expansion of W 4 . The leading singularity for small z 12 is of order 2∆ Λ and is reproduced by the prefactor in (2.9), so F (η; {ξ}) can be expanded into non-negative powers of η. Then the factorization property of W 4 into 2-point functions for small z 12 and the standard normalization of the 2-point function of V
Repeating the same argument in the t-channel, where z 13 is small implies that 1 η 4∆ Λ F (η; {ξ}) can be expanded into non-negative powers of 1 η , which proves the proposition. The coefficient to η 4∆Λ in F is again determined from the factorization of W 4
The requirement of locality of the field puts also strong constraints on the possible fusion rules in the model. In particular, if V Λ is local, then so should be all fields in the right hand side of (2.15). One necessary condition for this is that the constants N {2I} Λ,Λ are nonvanishing only for fields V {2I} of integer dimension ∆ {2I} .
Using Proposition.2 we can reformulate the problem for finding all local extensions of the SU (2) ⊗r chiral current algebra in the following way :
-Find all cases when Eq. (2.12) has a polynomial (of integer degrees 4∆ Λ (2.4) in η and λ i in ξ i (i=1,...,r)) solution.
Remark.2 Only the solutions with integer ∆ Λ (hence of degree in η equal to 4∆ Λ multiple of 4) directly correspond to local extensions for given r. The reason for considering the more general case of arbitrary integer 4∆ Λ is that such solutions can be used as building blocks for local functions for larger r. Indeed, if F 1 (η; ξ 1 , ..., ξ r1 ) and F 2 (η; ξ r1+1 , ..., ξ r1+r2 ) are two polynomial solutions of (2.12) for SU (2) ⊗r1 and SU (2) ⊗r2 of degree in η equal to 4∆ 1 and 4∆ 2 correspondingly, then their product
is again a solution for SU (2) ⊗(r1+r2) of degree in η equal to 4(∆ 1 + ∆ 2 ).
Explicitly solving the KZ system (2.12), (2.14) is a very complicated task, even for r = 1, so we shall use a different approach. We shall obtain a set of necessary conditions for the existance of a solution, which shall allow us to classify all polynomial solutions for r ≤ 4.
An important role in this will play the fact that local fields obey permutation statistics (in contrast to general chiral vertex operators, which typically obey braid group statistics).
Permutation invariance of W Λ 4 implies the following invariance conditions for the polynomial F (η; {ξ}) (For a more detailed discussion of the corresponding D 3 symmetry -see also [11] (the formulae there differ from the ones we use by a factor (−1)
4∆ since there we were interested only in the case when 2∆ is integer).)
Any two of the above relations imply the third one. Putting η = 0 in (2.22) and using (2.20) we find
λ i is even . We shall return to the implications of the symmetry (2.22-24) after proving the following important result.
Proposition.3 Let for
where [X] in the right hand side denotes the integer part of X. Proof Replacing (2.4) in (2.26) and reordering the terms we bring the inequality into the form
Since both sides are by assumption integer it is sufficient to prove a weaker inequality for real J i , namely
Indeed, if A and B are integers and A > B − 1, it follows that A ≥ B. For the last three terms in the right hand side we find 1 2
so what remains to be proven is
.., r, which is easily checked to be true, thus proving also the proposition. Although our proof, and hence also the limit in the right hand side of (2.26), seems to be rather rough, it is not difficult to demonstrate that for every r one can find k i , λ i and I i such that (2.26) turns into an equality.
Proposition.3 has a simple interpretation. Comparing (2.16) and (2.26) we see that the right hand side gives a lower limit for the dimensions of the (quasi)primary fields of isospins I = (λ 1 , ..., λ r ) appearing in the operator product expansion of V λ1,...,λr with itself. It follows, from Proposition.1, that only these fields contribute to the function f λ1,...,λr (η) (cf. (2.17)), so the right hand side of Eq. (2.26) gives also the lowest possible power of η which can be present in f λ1,...,λr (η). Subtracting 1 from both sides of (2.26) and repeating the same argument we see that the lowest possible power of η in all functions f λ1,...,λi−1,λi−1,λi+1,...,λr (η), i = 1, ..., r will be with one less than in f λ1,...,λr (η).
For r ≤ 4 combining the implications of the symmetry relations (2.22-24) and Proposition.3 alone allow us to determine uniquelly some of the functions f 1 ,..., r (η) 
for all i . Hence, the most general expressions for the functions (2.29) are
where α, β i and γ i are constants. Using once more the ξ expansion (2.13) and keeping only the linear in ξ i part we find
Imposing the symmetry relation (2.22) implies α = 0 = γ i , β i = (−1) 4∆Λ−1 thus recovering (2.29). Eqs. (2.30) follow from here by the symmetry relation (2.24) using also (2.25).
We have used only partially the symmetry relations (2.22-24), so one might think that taking them fully into account we might be able to extend the proof of the proposition also to r ≥ 5. Unfortunately this is not true. For example, adding a term proportional to η 4∆Λ−2 (1 − η) in (2.29a) and correspondingly changing the rest of f 1,..., r preserves the full symmetry. So the crucial constraint really comes from (2.26).
Note that in the simpler case r ≤ 2 (i.e.
r−1 2 = 0 ) Eqs. (2.29a),(2.30a) are implied by (2.26) and (2.24) alone (without use of (2.22,23)), so they are valid also in the more general case when the 4-point function is invariant only under permutation of the first and the third field. This, together with (2.11) proves that for r ≤ 2 we cannot have more than one local field for a given set of weights Λ.
Let us denote by A {k} a set of local chiral primary fields closed under operator product expansions for given levels k 1 , ..., k r . We shall say that A {k} corresponds to a non-trivial extension of the algebra of abservables of the SU (2) ⊗r chiral current algebra for these levels, if for each i = 1, ..., r there is at least one field in A {k} such that λ i = 0. (If for all fields in A {k} some weight -say λ r is equal to 0, then A {k} can be considered as an extension of SU (2) ⊗(r−1) . The case when the initial current algebra is not extended corresponds to A {k} containing only the unit operator V 0,...,0 .) We are now ready to prove one of the main results of this paper, the following classification Theorem.
Theorem.1 Let A {k} be a non-trivial extension of SU (2) ⊗r for some levels k i . 1. If Eqs. (2.29,30) are satisfied, then for all = 1, ..., r , either there is a field V Λ ∈ A {k} , of integer isospin I = 0 and conformal dimension ∆ {2I} = 1, or for all fields in A {k} the corresponding weight will be equal to the level λ = k .
2. If for some local field V Λ and for some the weight is equal to the level λ = k then the solution of the KZ equation (2.12) has the form
whereF is again a solution of (2.12) with
32)
Proof Let = 1 and let us assume the opposite: There is no field in A {k} with integer I 1 = 0 such that ∆ {2I} = 1. On the other hand there exist by assumption field(s) V λ1,...,λr with λ 1 = 0 in A {k} . Let us compute the 4-point function W Λ 4 (2.9) for any such field. Because of the absence of a primary ∆ = 1 field with I 1 = 0 the only quasiprimary field of dimension one and weight λ 1 = 0 will be the SU (2) current. It follows from Proposition.1 that it will contribute only to f 0,...,0 (η) and f 1,0,...,0 (η), while the functions f 2,0,...,0 and f 1,1,...,0 e.t.c. will be proportional to η 2 . Using this, and inserting the expressions (2.30) in Eq. (2.14) for 1 , 2 , ..., r = 1, 0, ..., 0 and keeping only the linear in η part we obtain contradiction, unless λ 1 = k 1 , thus proving 1..
The proof of 2. is based on the following observation : If F (η; {ξ}) is any solution (not necessarily polynomial in η) of Eq (2.12) for Λ = (λ 1 , ..., λ r ), theñ
will be again solution of (2.12) forΛ = (λ 1 , ..., k − λ , ..., λ r ). Putting λ = k in (2.33) and noting that unless F has the form (2.31) there will be negative powers of ξ inF proves also 2.. To complete the classification of the local extensions of the SU (2) ⊗r conformal current algebras for r ≤ 4 it remains to find the sets of levels k i for which there exists a local ∆ = 1 field with even weights λ i since due to Corollary.1 extensions different from the simple current ones described above can exist only in these cases. We shall call such extensions Exceptional. They correspond to conformal embeddings into larger current algebras.
This problem has been solved in [11] for r = 1. Here we reproduce the result, since we shall make use of it in the following Sections. -for k = 10 , (λ; ∆) = (6;1) ; -for k = 28 , (λ; ∆) = (10;1) , (18;3) and (28;7). These exceptionals correspond to conformal embeddings into B 2 and G 2 level 1 . Together with the simple current extension with ∆ = 1 for k = 4, which is an embedding into SU (3) these are all possible conformal embeddings of SU (2) [17] .
Quasiobservables exist for -for every k = 0 mod 4 -simple currents with (λ; ∆) = (k; k/4); -for k = 10 , (λ; ∆) = (4;1/2) and (10;5/2).
Classification of the extensions for r=2
It follows from the classification Theorem.1, that for r = 2 we can divide the possible extensions of the observable algebra of SU k1 (2) × SU k2 (2) into 4 classes.
Class I : Simple current extensions. Class II : Exceptional extensions of only one (say the first) of the SU (2) factors. All filds in such an extension will have λ 2 = k 2 . Class III : Products of independent exceptional extensions of both SU (2) factors. Class IV : Exceptional extensions of SU (2) × SU (2) . It follows from Theorem.1 that these correspond to the existance of a primary field of even weights λ 1 , λ 2 = 0 and conformal dimension ∆ λ1,λ2 = 1 .
The solutions for the 4-point functions for fields from the calsses I, II , III are just products of the solutions for the two SU (2) of the form (2.21).
We shall label the fields by the triple (λ 1 , λ 2 ; ∆). Obviously, if (λ 1 , λ 2 ; ∆) is a possible local extension of SU k1 (2) × SU k2 (2) for some k 1 and k 2 , then (λ 2 , λ 1 ; ∆) will be a possible extension of SU k2 (2) × SU k1 (2) so we shall list only one of these two cases.
Proposition.6 All possible local fields belonging to a Class I, II or III extension of SU k1 (2)×SU k2 (2) are (up to permutation of k 1 , λ 1 and k 2 , λ 2 ) : Class I : I.1 : (10,18;4) , (10,28;8) , (18,0;3) , (18,10;4) , (18,18;6) , (18,28;10) , (28,0;7), (28,10;8), (28,18;10), (28,28;14) .
Proof The proof is a straightforward application of the results of Proposition.5 for the two SU (2) factors. The only case which requires a comment is II.4 . It corresponds to an exceptional quasiobservable in the first factor times quasiobservable simple current in the second one.
To complete the calssification it remains to find the (Class IV) exceptional extensions. For this we shall need the following Propossition.7 The complete list of SU k1 (2) × SU k2 (2) primary fields V λ1,λ2 of conformal dimension ∆ λ1,λ2 = 1 and SU (2) weights λ 1 , λ 2 = 0 with a polynomial 4-point function which is a solution of the KZ equation (2.12) is :
. for k 1 = 6 , k 2 = 6 , (λ 1 , λ 2 ) = (4,2) and (2,4); 4). for
Proof Suppose that V λ1,λ2 is a primary field of conformal dimension ∆ λ1,λ2 = 1 for some levels k 1 and k 2 . Then, from Proposition.4 we find the explicit expressions for the functions (2.29). For r = 2 and ∆ = 1 they are
Comparision with (2.18) implies that the leading η 3 term should come from a ∆ ≤ 3 field. Then, it follows from Proposition.1 that in the operator product expansion V λ1,λ2 × V λ1,λ2 there should be two quasiprimary fields ϕ I and ϕ J of isospins (I 1 , I 2 ) = (λ 1 − 1, λ 2 ) and (J 1 , J 2 ) = (λ 1 , λ 2 − 1) , both of conformal dimension ∆ {2I} = ∆ {2J} = 3 . (The possibility to have a field of dimension ∆ = 3 and isospins λ 1 , λ 2 is forbidden by Proposition.3 in the r = 2 case.)
It is convenient here to label the fields by the triples (I 1 , I 2 ; ∆) , where I 1 and I 2 are their isospins, and ∆ is the conformal dimension (cf. (2.4))
Combining (2.16) and Proposition.3 we see that such quasiprimary fields can exist only if in the operator product expansion V λ1,λ2 × V λ1,λ2 there is present one of the following sets of primary fields: (0) : The rest of the proof is a case by case analysis of this list and is rather long, so we shall only sketch it here . By assumption ∆ λ1,λ2 = 1 , hence (cf. (2.4) )
On the other hand, inserting I 1 , I 2 and ∆ from the sets above into (3.2) we obtain one (or two) more equations for the integers λ 1 , λ 2 , k 1 and k 2 . These equations allow us to find upper limits for the admissible values of λ i and k i , so we are left with a finite set of values to be checked for existance of a polynomial solution of the KZ equation (2.12) . One additional simplification of the problem is that (as follows from Theorem.1) we can search only for fields of even weights λ i . Fields of odd weights can only appear either as simple currents (case (0) above) or at levels k 1 and k 2 where there exists also a ∆ = 1 field of even weights. The outcome of this rather long, but straightforward computation is the set of fields listed above thus proving the Proposition.
Explicitly checking the 4-point functions for all integer dimension fields for the pairs of levels singled out by cases 3). to 7). of Proposition.7 (case 1). and 2). correspond to Class I simple current extensions), and for the cases (k 1 , k 2 ) = (4,4), (4, 10) , (4, 28) , (10, 28) , (28,28), when we can have a ∆ = 1 field for each SU (2) factor, we find all exceptional (Class IV) extensions. In the case of several fields we have checked also their mutual locality (i.e. singlevaluedness of the general 4-point functions (2.6) when Λ i , i = 1, ..., 4 are any weights in the sets listed bellow). The results can be summarized in The classification of the quasiobservables can be done along the same line. They also split into 4 classes similar to the classes of local extensions. Class I, II and III are easy to obtain using Proposition.5 , so we shall list only the cases of Class IV quasiobservables (which as follows from Theorem.1 can exist only for the levels given in Proposition.7).
Proposition.9 All Class IV quasiobservables in the SU k1 (2)×SU k2 (2) conformal current algebra models are : 1). for k 1 = 6 = k 2 , (λ 1 , λ 2 ; ∆) = (2,2;1/2), (4,4; 3/2); 2). for k 1 = 8, k 2 = 3, (λ 1 , λ 2 ; ∆) = (4,1;3/4); 3). for k 1 = 10, k 2 = 2, (λ 1 , λ 2 ; ∆) = (3,1;1/2), (7,1;3/2).
Remark.4
In the case k 1 = 10, k 2 = 2 there is also another (Class III) set of quasiobservables, namely (λ 1 , λ 2 ; ∆) = (4,0;1/2), (10,0;5/2), (0,2;1/2), (6,2;3/2). It turns out that although all 4-point functions of the fields from each set are polynomials in η, the 4-point functions involving fields from both sets are not polynomial.
The pairs of levels k 1 , k 2 listed in Proposition.7 are in one to one correspondance with the conformal embeddings of SU k1 (2) × SU k2 (2) into a larger (level 1) simple conformal current algebra. (Here and in the rest of the paper we shall ommit the level in the notation for the current algebras when it is equal to one.) More precisely, these are [18] :
Every local chiral extension of the observable algebra corresponds to a modular invariant partition function. Then, using the general results of Gannon [4] for SU (2) ⊗r one can find all modular invariant partition functions for SU k1 (2) × SU k2 (2) (the complete list is given in Sec.7 of [4] , the explicit formulas for the exceptional invariants can be found in [9] , [19] ).
Classification of the extensions for r=3 and r=4
Theorem.1 implies that the local extensions of SU (2) ⊗3 and SU (2) ⊗4 again split into the 4 classes defined in the beginning of Sec.3 (with the obvious changes for passing from 2 to 3 (or 4) factors SU (2)). The complete lists for Class I, II and III are easy to compile from the results for r=1 and r=2 above, so we shall concentrate on the case of non-trivial Class IV extensions.
These in the r=3 case are given by the following :
Proposition.10 The complete list of SU k1 (2) × SU k2 (2) × SU k3 (2) primary fields V λ1,λ2,λ3 of conformal dimension ∆ λ1,λ2,λ3 = 1 and weights λ i = 0 with a polynomial 4-point function which is a solution of the KZ equation (2.12) is : The Proof repeats step by step the proof of Proposition.7.
Checking explicitly all integer dimension fields at these levels ( and at the levels when there is at least one ∆ = 1 field for each SU (2) factor) we find all Class IV extensions. We shall write down for future convenience all the cases we found an conformal embedding of SU (2) ⊗3 into a larger simpe conformal current algebra (these contain all Class IV local extensions). There are several cases in this table which require a special comment.
In the case of embedding into E 6 we encounter multiplicities in the set of local fields. There are two inequivalent fields of weights λ 1 = λ 2 = λ 3 = 2 . This reflects in the existance of 2 different 4-point functions, only one of which has the full symmetry (2.22-24), while the other one has only the symmetry (2.24) (if we have chosen
Another interesting result is the possibility for (k 1 , k 2 , k 3 ) = (10,10,2) or (10,2,2) to extend SU (2) ⊗3 in several inequivalent ways to the larger current algebra. This is a corollary of the existance of two different sets of quasiobservables for SU 10 (2) × SU 2 (2) (see Remark.4). In the framework of conformal embeddings this corresponds to more than one passible ways to do the embedding. For example
Remark.5 The case k 1 = 2, k 2 = k 3 = 6 gives an example of the conformal embedding
The analysis of the local chiral extensions for r = 4 (see Table. 3 bellow) suggests that this is only a special case of
which we were not able to identify in the classification of conformal embeddings [18] . In the r = 4 case the classification of the local chiral extensions has the same structure as in the r = 3 case (with the obvious complication that both the number of possible levels and the different ways to do the embedding increase). The complete list is rather long, but illustrates some interesting properties of the local extensions corresponding to conformal embeddings which extend also to the general case of arbitrary r. We list all sets of levels at which we found (at least one) extension of SU k1 (2) × SU k2 (2) × SU k3 (2) × SU k4 (2) corresponding to a conformal embedding. Comparing Table.2 and Table. 3 one again observes examples of the unexpected embedding (4.2). The analysis of the ∆ = 1 extensions can be carried out also for r > 4. We worked out on a computer all cases of r ≤ 10. Our results can be summarised as follows (the explicit expressions will be presented elsewhere). For any product of SU 10 (2) , SU 2 (2) , SU 6 (2) × SU 6 (2) , SU 1 (2) × SU 1 (2) and SU 8 (2) × SU 3 (2) × SU 3 (2) there exists extension(s) corresponding to an embedding into SO(n) (B or D in the notation we use). There are a handful of exceptional embeddings into E 7 and E 8 , which are Class I or II extensions in our classification, since they correspond to a simple current extension of SU 1 (2) in the embeddings D 6 × SU 1 (2) ⊂ E 7 and E 7 × SU 1 (2) ⊂ E 8 , or to the embedding D 8 ⊂ E 8 .
Conclusion
In this paper we classify all chiral local extensions of the SU (2) ⊗r conformal current algebras for r ≤ 4. The general result, Theorem.1 proven in Section 2., can be summarised as follows. All local chiral extensions of SU (2) ⊗r for r ≤ 4 are either simple currents or correspond to conformal embeddings in a (level 1) simple current algebra or are products of such extensions. We also develop a constructive method for finding all local ∆ = 1 fields aplicable (in principle) for any r.
The main unresolved question on the way to the classification of all chiral local extensions of SU (2) ⊗r for arbitrary r is whether the alternative -simple currents / conformal embeddings -holds also for r ≥ 5. We were not able to find a simple counterexample, however the general proof (or disproof) remains a chalenging open problem. Another interesting, but so far unexplored, generalisation of our approach is to consider also other semisimple groups. One important application of our results is that they can (and in fact have) been used also for classifying the modular invariant partition functions of WZNW models. Combining our data for the local extensions for r ≤ 4 with the impressive general results of Gannon [4] for the non-diagonal modular invariants of SU (2) ⊗r should lead to the complete classification of all modular invariant partition functions for r ≤ 4.
